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TAPE SWITCH CRUSH SENSOR

It has been found that conventional designs of tape or
ribbon sWitches have the draWback that the force required to
close the sWitch is very small compared With the forces
Which are normally present in automobile crashes. During
routine maintenance of the vehicle, the normal tape sWitch
may be damaged or otherWise made to close and remain
closed, With the result that later, When the vehicle encounters

This application is a continuation, of application Ser. No.
08/104,246, ?led Aug. 9, 1993, noW abandoned, Which is a
continuation of Ser. No. 07/727,756, ?led Jul. 9, 1991, noW
abandoned.
CROSS REFERENCE
This invention is an improvement on the invention dis
closed in US. Pat. No. 4,995,639 and a full discussion of the

10

background of this general type of sensor is disclosed in that
patent and included herein by reference.

radiator support, Which is a preferred mounting locating for
crush Zone sensors, hail, heavy rain, stones or other debris
from the road might impact the tape sWitch and cause a

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Many types of crash sensors have been proposed and used
for determining if a crash is severe enough to require the
deployment of a passive restraint system such as an air bag

momentary closure or damage it. If this happens When the
15

vehicle experiences a shock sufficient to cause the arming

sensor to close, an inadvertent air bag deployment might
also occur. The force typically required to close a tape sWitch
is less than one pound Whereas tens of thousands of pounds

or seat belt tensioner.

Three types of sensors have been Widely used to sense and

initiate deployment of an air bag passive restraint system.

a pot hole or other shock sufficient to cause the arming
sensor to close, an inadvertent air bag deployment can result.
Similarly, if the tape sWitch is mounted on the front of the

20

These sensors include an air damped ball-in-tube sensor

such as disclosed in Breed US. Pat. Nos. 3,974,350, 4,198,

are required to stop a vehicle in a crash and local forces
greatly in excess of 20 pounds are available to actuate a
sensor during a crash.

The present invention seeks to eliminate these draWbacks
through the use of a tape sWitch design Which requires either

864, 4,284,863, 4,329,549 and 4,573,706, a spring mass

sensor such as disclosed in Bell US. Pat. Nos. 4,116,132,
a large force to actuate or a bending of the sWitch due to
4,167,276 and an electronic sensor such as is part of the 25
structural deformation as explained beloW.

Mercedes air bag system. Each of these sensors has particu
lar advantages and shortcomings Which Were discussed in

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

detail in the patent cross referenced above.
The Use of tape or ribbon sWitch technology as a crush
sWitch Was also disclosed in the above cross-referenced
patent. Further research has shoWn that an improvement of

The sensor of this invention uses the crushing of the
vehicle itself as a measure of the severity or velocity change
of the crash as is the case With the other designs in the patent
cross referenced above. The particular improvements over

30

this particular implementation of the invention has signi?
cant advantages over some of the other implementations
since the sWitch can be easily made long and narroW and it
can be made to respond to bending. In the ?rst case it can be
designed to cover a signi?cant distance across the vehicle

the earlier tape sWitch versions of the crush sensing sWitch,
are the requirement that a substantial force be applied to the
sensor or that the structure upon Which the sensor is mounted
35

of FIG. 6 beloW.). Since large forces or structural deforma

Which increases the probability that it Will be struck by

tions are unlikely to occur except When the vehicle is in an

crushed material or bent as the crush Zone propagates

rearWard in the vehicle during a crash. In the second case it
can be made small and located to sense the fact that one part
of the vehicle has moved relative to some other part or that

40

the structure on Which the sensor is mounted has deformed.

The term “given position” of Where the sensor should be

located (rear boundary of the c“crush Zone”) is described in
the ’639 patent of Breed cited above at col. 6 line 57 et seq.
and is also as to FIGS. 8—11 therein.
Other crush Zone mounted crash sensors including crush

deforms resulting in the sWitch being bent (See description
accident, these requirements serve to further distinguish a
crash from a non-crash event. Other advantages also easily
result from the sensor of this design Which could be achieved
With sensors of different designs as explained beloW.
A principal object of this invention is to provide a tape
sWitch type crush sWitch crash sensor Which requires a
substantial force to function.

45

Another object of this invention is to provide a crush
sWitch crash sensor Which functions When a portion of the
vehicle Where the sensor is mounted is displaced, deformed

sWitch designs Where the Width and height dimensions are

or otherWise bends or buckles.

comparable, must either be large and thus heavy, expensive
and difficult to mount, or there is a possibility that the 50

randomly shaped crushed material Which forms the bound

A further object of this invention is to provide a crash
sensor Which latches closed in an accident Where an air bag

ary of the crush Zone Will bridge the sensor resulting in late

is required.

triggering. This crushed material frequently contains holes,

Yet another object of this invention is to provide a crush
sWitch type crash sensor Which does not require a strong

Wrinkles or folds or portions that may even be displaced or

torn out during the crash With the result that it is difficult to
guarantee that a particular small area Where the sensor is

55

An additional object of this invention is to provide a small

inexpensive yet highly reliable crash sensor.

mounted Will be struck early in the crash.

Still another object of this invention is the use of a crush

Asigni?cant improvement results, therefore, if the sensor

Zone mounted sensor in series With a passenger compart

can stretch across more of the vehicle or if it can determine

that there has been relative motion or deformation of a
portion of the vehicle on Which the sensor is mounted. The
improved sensors described herein that are an object of this
invention are small in height and thickness but can extend to

Whatever length is necessary to achieve a high probability of

mounting structure.

60

ment mounted discriminating sensor to permit a better

discrimination betWeen air bag desired and not desired
crashes such as animal impacts.
A further object of this invention is to use a crush Zone
mounted sensor as input to an electronic passenger com

a sensor triggering on time in a crash. A short sensor can be 65 partment discriminating sensor to permit a change in the

used if it is carefully mounted onto portions of the vehicle

sensor algorithm based of the output of the crush Zone sensor

Which Will cause the sensor to bend during a crash.

to improve the performance of the electronic sensor.

6,009,970
4
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Further objects and advantages of this invention Will

Wire passing through grommet 115 can be fused together to
form a single solid strand and handled in the same manner
as the single strand case above. This fusing can be accom

become obvious from the discussion below.

plished if the Wire strands are coated With a metallic coating
such as tin as is commonly done With tinned Wire. In this
case the tinning is thicker than normal and the portion of the
Wire that is to be fused is heated until the tin melts fusing the
strands together and forming a solid. In any of these cases,

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1A is a plane vieW of a preferred embodiment of the
crush sensor of this invention using a ?ex action tape sWitch.
FIG. 1B is a plane vieW of the preferred embodiment of
the crush sensor of this invention of FIG. 1A as vieWed from

the top.

10

FIG. 2 is a cross section vieW of the sensor of FIG. 1A

taken along 2—2.
taken along 3—3 including a schematic of the remainder of

encapsulation and compression band sealing method is also
15

FIG. 4 is a perspective vieW, With portions cut aWay, of
one embodiment of the ?ex action tape sWitch used in the
sensor of FIG. 1B.
FIG. 5 is a plane vieW of the sensor as shoWn in FIG. 1B

With the sensor in the actuating condition bent upon being
impacted by crushed material in a crash.

crimping or soldering. A diagnostic resistor 150 can be
20

With the sensor in the actuating condition bent upon being
bent along With the structure on Which the sensor is mounted 25
during a crash.
FIG. 7 is a cross section vieW of FIG. 5 or FIG. 6 taken

along 7—7 also including a schematic of the remainder of
30

sensor used as an input to an electronic sensor.
35

vehicle. This resistor 150, if present, is also attached to
contact strips 161 and 162 at 151 and 152, as shoWn in FIG.
1B.
The contact strips 161 and 162 are prevented from making
contact in the non actuating condition by insulator pads 180.
Athird metal strip 163, as shoWn in FIG. 3, can be provided
to aid in the operation of the sensor as described beloW.

ing process as shoWn in FIG. 2.
Asection vieW through the sensor shoWing the three metal
strips is shoWn in FIG. 3 Where like numbers have the same
meaning as in FIGS. 1A and 1B. Also, the attachment of the
sensor to the remainder of the circuit is shoWn schematically

Where 310 represents the air bag module and 311 an arming
sensor Which is electrically in series With this crush Zone
mounted crush sWitch discriminating sensor.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
40

A preferred implementation of the present invention is
shoWn at 100 in FIG. 1A and FIG. 1B. A tape sWitch of any

convenient length 110 is encapsulated by a thick elastomeric
material 120. Wires 141 and 142 connect the sensor to other

instrumentality of the restraint system. Wires 141 and 142

provided to permit the monitoring of the readiness of the
sensor by the diagnostic system located elseWhere in the

Eyelet 130 is attached to elastomer 120 during the mold

the actuating circuit.

FIG. 10 is a plane vieW shoWing a tape sWitch crush
sensor protected by a portion of the vehicle structure With a
portion of the structure cut aWay.

applicable to other sensor designs.
Wires 141 and 142 are attached to contact strips 161 and
162 at 143 and 144 by any convenient manner such as

FIG. 6 is a plane vieW of the sensor as shoWn in FIG. 1B

FIG. 8 is a perspective vieW, With portions cut aWay, of the
?ex action tape sWitch mounted inside of a tube.
FIG. 9 is a circuit schematic shoWing a forWard mounted

This ease of sealing renders this sensor particularly suited
for mounting in the crush Zone of the vehicle Where the

sensor is exposed to rain, sleet, salt spray, radiator ?uids,
battery acid and other corrosive chemicals. This elastomeric

FIG. 3 is a cross section vieW of the sensor of FIG. 1A

the actuating circuit.

it can be seen that this sensor can be easily sealed to prevent
passage the of Water or other contaminants into the sensor.

45

enter the sensor through strain relief grommet 115 Which can
also be made at the same time and of the same elastomeric

Aperspective vieW of the tape sWitch portion of the sensor
With certain portions removed is shoWn generally as 200 in
FIG. 4. Aprotective cover 210, Which is normally part of the
tape sWitch, aids in the assembly of the tape sWitch into the
sensor. In a typical manufacturing process, the elastomeric
material 120 of FIG. 1A is cast around the tape sWitch,
resistor and Wire assembly. The protective cover 210 is heat
sealed on both ends of the tape sWitch and serves to prevent
the elastomeric material from ?oWing into the area of the

material as 120. Eyelets 130, preferably made from metal,

contacts of the tape sWitch during the casting process.
A key feature of this embodiment of this invention is the

along With suitable fasteners such as bolts or sheet metal

use of a thick elastomeric encapsulation of the tape sWitch

screWs (not shoWn), provide the mounting hardWare for

material. This greatly reduces the sensitivity of the tape

attaching the sensor to a vehicle.

sWitch and renders it suitable for use as a crash sensor. The

If the Wires 141 and 142 are each made of a single strand,
a near hermetic seal can be obtained by the proper pretreat
ment of the Wires on the portion Which passes through the
grommet to cause them to be chemically bounded to the
elastomeric material, as described in US. Pat. No. 3,522,575
of Watson et al. If the Wires are multi-stranded, a reasonably
good seal can be obtained if the Wires are of the non-Wicking

thickness of this elastomeric material can be adjusted to
control the sensitivity of the sensor as Will be described in
more detail beloW. The protective cover 210 is normally less
than 0.025 inches thick While the elastomeric material is
usually at least 0.1 inch thick. Preferred elastomeric encap

type either through the chemical bonding betWeen the elas
tomeric material 120 and the impregnating plastic used to

55

60

render the Wires non-Wicking, or through the use of a metal

Although the examples shoWn here employ the combina

clamping ring 190 as shoWn in FIG. 1. Ring 190 initially is

tion of a protective cover 210 and elastomeric encapsulation
material 120, in some applications it is possible to extrude

larger than grommet 115 and is deformed at 191 to squeeZe

the ring around grommet 115. Such a ring places the
elastomeric material in compression forming a seal around
the Wires 141 and 142. If the Wires 141 and 142 are

multi-stranded and not made non-Wicking, the portion of the

sulation materials include polyurethane and silicone rubber
although there are other materials Which Would also be
suitable. These materials retain their ?exibility to —40
degrees C. and are usable above 100 degrees C. making
them suitable for this application.

65

a thick protective cover and eliminate the elastomeric mate
rial 120 entirely. In this case the mounting can be accom
plished by the use of an external bracket.

6,009,970
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values can be achieved to permit discrimination betWeen
maintenance, road stone impacts or other abusive treatment

The contact strips 161 and 162 as shown in FIG. 4 are

formed in a concave upward shape and separated by insu
lator pads 180 to thereby de?ne voids 181 betWeen adjacent

of the sensor and an automobile crash. In some cases only

insulator pads 180 along the length of the contact strips 160,

tWo metal strips, 161 and 162, are present and the sensitivity

161. An additional strip 163 is formed in a concave doWn

can be adjusted by varying the thickness of one or both of

Ward shape and rests on top of contact 162. Strips 161, 162
and 163 could be made from any convenient metal material,

these tWo strips. The presence of the third strip 163 helps
assure that the sensor Will close on bending. If 163 is not

present, the ends of 161 and 162 must be held so that they

hoWever, copper coated spring steel is preferred. Other
suitable materials include beryllium copper or beryllium
nickel.
Conventional tape sWitch material is too sensitive to be
used by itself if it is eXposed and the thick covering is used
in this invention to signi?cantly reduce this sensitivity. This

Will not move relative to each other in order to assure closure
10

metal strips and by the thickness of the insulating pads
Which cause the separation betWeen the contact strips. These
can also be adjusted by trial and error or by those experi

could also be accomplished by enclosing the tape sWitch in
a plastic or metal tube or other housing shape Which deforms

15

on impact to actuate the tape sWitch sensor. Such a structure

is shoWn in FIG. 8 Where a tube 810 of elliptical cross
section performs a similar function as material 120 of FIG.
1A. The tube 810 is attached to the vehicle structure by
means of eXternal brackets 830. The protective function

on bending alone. The bending angle required to cause the
sensor to close is determined partially by the curvature of the

enced in the art. In another con?guration, the insulating pads
are replaced by ridges molded is part of the protective cover
Which holds the pads apart.
For most applications, the sensors of this invention are

20

used in parallel With a discriminating sensor mounted in the
passenger compartment if one is present. An alternative

strategy, as shoWn schematically in FIG. 7, is also possible

provided by this tube could also be incorporated and made

Where the crush sensor is used in series With a non-crush
Zone discriminating sensor 710. In this case the non-crush
Zone sensor could be made more sensitive and Would trigger
8, tubes having different and varying cross section shapes 25 earlier in certain crashes. It Would not be as sensitive as an
arming sensor Which triggers on as little as one MPH. For
Would also Work. If the tube function is incorporated as part
the
purposes herein, a non-crush Zone discriminating sensor
of the vehicle structure, as shoWn in FIG. 10, it might need

a part of the vehicle structure further simplifying the sensor
design since one part Would noW serve tWo functions.
Although a tube of elliptical cross section is shoWn in FIG.

not totally surround the tape sWitch as long as it is suf?cient
to protect the tape sWitch from inadvertent actuation.
For the purposes of this invention, structure Will mean any
piece of metal or plastic Which is attached and made a part

is de?ned as a sensor Which Will not trigger, or close an

30

crash to close. Here, hoWever, since it is to be used in series

of the vehicle including all sheet metal, supporting metal
members, plastic housings or coverings and any items
attached to the vehicle including but not limited to the
radiator, engine, shock absorbers etc., upon Which a crash

electric circuit, on a 5 MPH barrier crash but Will close at
some higher speed barrier crash. Normally, a non-crush Zone
discriminating sensor Will require at least an 8 MPH barrier
With a crush Zone discriminating sensor, it can be made more

35

sensor can be attached or mounted.

sensitive so that it Will trigger in time on many softer
crashes. This arrangement could eliminate the need for a
sa?ng or arming sensor and Would permit discrimination on

high speed animal impacts Where deployment of the restraint

The sWitch can be activated by a pressure at any point

system is not desired. This strategy is made possible by

betWeen the insulator pads 180, as shoWn in FIG. 5, Which

virtue of the latching action of the crush sWitch sensor of this

causes the contact 161 to bend and touch contact 162 as 40 invention. In normal crush Zone sensors, such as the ball

shoWn in FIG. 7. In addition, When the sWitch is bent, as
shoWn in FIG. 6, contacts 161 and 162, and strip 163 resist

in-tube sensors of current design, sufficient contact closure
cannot be guaranteed to assure simultaneous closure With

the bending force until this force becomes suf?cient to cause
all three of the strips to become ?at at one point along the
tape sWitch as shoWn in FIG. 7. This ?attening occurs

the passenger compartment mounted discriminating sensor
710.

betWeen the insulator pads 180, and causes contact strips

45

The one type of common crash Which can defeat most

crush Zone sensors, is a high speed impact With an animal,
such as a deer, Where the sensor is directly impacted by the

161 and 162 to touch completing an electrical circuit. This

particular con?guration renders this tape sWitch responsive

animal since he usually impacts the vehicle above the

to bending, as shoWn in FIG. 6. In contrast, normal tape
sWitches do not close if bent but Will do so only by an

bumper. Typically, the total velocity change for this type of

externally applied force.

on the overlap of tWo discriminating sensors located at
different points in the vehicle since a minimum contact
closure duration for inertial type sensors cannot be guaran

crash is less than 4 MPH. Normally, it is not possible to rely

This sWitch is also tolerant of particles Which might lodge
betWeen the contact strips. In this case the ?at area of contact
moves slightly to a place Where no particle eXists. This

feature greatly enhances the reliability of the sensor and
eliminates the need for bifurcation of the contacts Which is

55

teed. For the tape sWitch sensor of the present invention, the
contacts, once they close, Will remain closed or latched until
the vehicle is repaired or a Wire is cut, as mentioned above.

usually done to achieve the desired reliability. Alternately,

This feature, then, permits the discrimination on the deer

portions of the surface of one of the contract strips can be

impact even though the crush Zone sensor might close.

deformed With ridges, for example, to enhance the contact
forces.
The bending moment required to cause sWitch actuation

This is the ?rst use of an electromechanical crash sensor

elastomer 120. Thus, by varying the properties of elastomer

Which latches closed during a crash. Normally, crash sensors
must be tested during manufacture and therefore must reset
themselves after each test. The tape sWitch sensor of this
invention can also be tested prior to mounting on the vehicle
and even after it has been mounted. After such testing it also
resets itself. During a crash, hoWever, it latches since the
material on Which it is mounted is permanently deformed.

120 and the strip 163, a Wide range of sensor sensitivity

This fact permits the use of a crush Zone sensor in series With

60

in bending is partially determined by the thickness of strip
163. If this strip is made thick, a greater force is required to
cause sWitch closure. The sensitivity of the sensor to pres

sure can be adjusted by the thickness and the durometer of

65
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a passenger compartment discriminating sensor, as shoWn in
FIG. 7, to achieve a higher level of crash discrimination.
Other sensor designs Which can also be made to latch Will

strength adds Weight to the vehicle and is not needed for the

the electronic type, the triggering threshold can be changed

invention, therefore, results in a Weight saving for the
vehicle Which is very important With the increasingly strin
gent fuel economy standards mandated by the US Govern

sensor of this invention. It is even desirable for the sensor of
this invention to be mounted on Weaker structural members
noW become obvious.
in order to enhance the chance for the structure to deform
If the passenger compartment discriminating sensor is of 5 especially in soft crashes. The use of the sensor of this

based on the condition of the crush sWitch sensor in the

crush Zone. Passenger compartment sensors sometimes trig
ger late on soft long duration crashes even though the

velocity change is signi?cantly higher than the desired

ment.
10

deployment threshold. See for example, Breed, D. S. and
Castelli, V. Are Barrier Crashes Su?icient for EvaluatingAir
Bag Sensor Performance‘), SAE Paper 900548. In such a
case, the fact that the crush sWitch sensor has triggered can

be used to modify the velocity change required for the

15

Operation of the crush Zone crash sensor of this invention,
as Well as all others, can be critically affected by the material
Which is located betWeen the sensor and the front of the
vehicle and the geometry of this material as it crushes and
comes back to strike the sensor. The sensors of the present
invention are considerably more tolerant to variations in the

electronic sensor to trigger. Thus, in one case, the passenger
compartment sensor can prevent the deployment of the air
bag When the velocity change is too loW as in the animal

geometry of this material for tWo reasons. Considering the
compression mode, the length of the sensor can be increased

impact and in the second case, the crush Zone sensor can
cause the discriminating sensor to trigger faster in a soft

Alternately, in the bending mode, the sensor can be attached
to tWo portions of the vehicle Which are likely to experience
relative motion during the crash. In this latter case, the tWo

so that the probably of it being impacted is very high.
20

crash and minimiZe the chance of a late triggering condition

Where the occupant is out of position and in danger of being

portions of the vehicle effectively become extensions of the

injured by the deploying air bag. FIG. 9 shoWs schematically

sensor. In some cases the radiator support structure is

such a circuit Where an electronic sensor 911 triggers

deployment of the air bag and crush Zone sensor 910 is used

25

as input to the electronic sensor. In this case the current

entire radiator structure becomes an extension of the sensor.

carrying capacity of the crush Zone sensor can be much less
and thinner Wires can be used to connect it to the electronic

In other cases, such a location is not readily available and the
sensor must be made longer to guarantee that it Will be bent

sensor. In one scenario, the electronic sensor may be moni

toring a crash in progress When suddenly the front crush

or compressed in a crash by crushed material coming from
30

Zone sensor signals that the vehicle has crushed up to Where

that this is a soft, deep penetration crash Which requires an
air bag according to a modi?ed algorithm. The conditions

hole, Wrinkle, notch or bend intentionally placed in a struc
35

information. In this manner the combined system can be

tural member to cause the member to bend in a particular
manner during a crash. As the sensor of the present invention

is adapted to a particular vehicle, the use of crush initiators

much smarter than either sensor acting alone. A loW speed

to control the manner in Which the member, on Which the
sensor is mounted, bends Will result in a shorter and more

offset pole or car-to-car underride are common real World

examples Where the electronic sensor in the passenger

compartment might trigger late Without the information

areas further forWard in the vehicle.

The use of crush initiators is becoming increasingly
common in vehicle design. These usually take the form of a

the sensor is mounted. The electronic sensor noW realiZes

for deploying the air bag can be modi?ed based on this crush

designed so that it Will alWays deform at a particular location
With the result that the sensor can be quite short since the
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provided by the forWard mounted crush Zone sensor.
Rotation of crush Zone sensors is a very common problem

reliable sensor. Additional, usually minor, design modi?ca
tions can also be used to permit the sensor to be mounted in
protected locations so as to minimiZe the chance of sensor

damage during vehicle maintenance.

experienced especially in loW speed and angular car to car
crashes and in loW pole impacts. In one example the crush

The force required to cause sensor closure is an important
Zone sensor moved 6 inches toWard the rear of the vehicle 45 design parameter of the sensor of this invention. In one

typical design con?guration, a 20 pound force on the sensor
is required to move the front contact strip toWard the rear

While it Was sensing and integrating the crash. If this sensor

rotated during this motion, if might not trigger and the air
bag Would not be deployed. Frequently, the crushing mode

member suf?ciently to cause sensor closure in the compres

sion mode. This force is suf?cient so that it is unlikely for the

of the front of the vehicle is such that the material moves
rearWard in the vehicle and strikes the sensor on an angle.
When this happens, the crush Zone sensor can rotate early in
the crash and therefore be unable to sense and properly
integrate the longitudinal acceleration. In such a case, the
sensor may fail to trigger or trigger late. The crush sensor of

this invention, as depicted in FIG. 1A, is designed to

sensor to inadvertently close during vehicle maintenance,
stone and some animal impacts and yet this force is quite

loW compared to the forces typically experienced during
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even marginal crashes.
The angle required to cause sensor closure is also an
important parameter of the sensor of this invention. In one

eliminate this problem since the sensor is attached to a

typical design con?guration, a 15 degree bend angle of the

portion of the vehicle Which is knoWn to deform in all air bag
desired crashes. It is therefore not effected by rotation except
that such forces Would probably enhance sensor triggering.

sensor is required to move the front contact strip toWard the

In order to prevent seismic sensors from rotating in a
crash, it has become common to increase the strength of the

rear member suf?ciently to cause sensor closure in the
60

bending mode. This angle is suf?cient so that it is unlikely
for the sensor to inadvertently close during vehicle
maintenance, stone and some animal impacts and yet this

radiator support or other structure on Which the sensor is

angle is quite loW compared to the relative displacements

mounted. The sensor mounting bracket, hoWever, must then

and the angles that Will occur in a sensor mounted on tWo

locations Which typically move relative to each other in even

permit the sensor to move relative to this structure compli

cating the bracket design or this structure must be Weakly
attached to the remainder of the vehicle so that the Whole
assembly Will move in the crash. This added structural
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marginal crashes.
As can be appreciated from the above discussion, all of
the objects of this invention have been effectively attained in

6,009,970
9

10

an extremely simple device. Although several somewhat
preferred embodiments have been disclosed and described in

to contact said second conductive member resulting in
said sensor changing from a nonconducting to a con

detail herein, it should be understood that this invention is in
no sense limited thereby and its scope is to be determined by
that of the appended claims.
I claim:

ducting state;
and said invention having:
(i) said means for mounting said sWitch in the crush
Zone of the vehicle in a position on the vehicle likely

1. In a motor vehicle having a forWard extremity, a crush

to experience said force during a crash of suf?cient

Zone immediately rearWard of said forWard extremity, said
crush Zone having vehicle elements, an improved crush
sensor arranged in said crush Zone and attached to at least
one of said vehicle elements in said crush Zone, and an

magnitude that airbag deployment Would be required
10

least one said vehicle element;

(ii) mechanical means for contacting and applying a

occupant restraint system responsive to said crush sensor

comprises:
(1) means arranged at a given position in said crush Zone
of the vehicle for determining When the vehicle ele

so as to ensure cooperation of said sWitch With at
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bending force to said sWitch to cause said ?rst
member to be displaced relative to said second
member and Wherein

ments in said crush Zone have been deformed as far

upon a crash of said sufficient magnitude, said portion of

back in the vehicle as said given position; and
(2) means responsive to said determining means for
actuating said occupant restraint system When a vehicle

conductive members make contact With each other and
said sensor changes from said nonconducting state to

impact With a barrier causes said vehicle elements in
said crush Zone to deform as far back as said position;

said vehicle experiences said force Whereupon said
20

said given position is a suf?cient longitudinal distance
rearWard from said forWard extremity of the vehicle
such that an impact by said forWard extremity With said
barrier at a vehicle speed beloW a prescribed threshold
value Will not actuate said occupant restraint system;
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sensitivity reducing means comprises an encapsulation of
said tape sWitch.
4. The invention in accordance With claim 2, Wherein said
sensitivity reducing means comprises an elastomeric mate

rial substantially surrounding said tape sWitch.
5. The invention in accordance With claim 2, Wherein said
sensitivity reducing means comprises a member of substan

the improvement being
said determining means is a sWitch having an actuating
member With a length dimension at least an order of

said conducting state enabling airbag deployment.
3. The invention in accordance With claim 2, Wherein said

tially tubular shape.
30

magnitude larger than its Width and thickness
dimensions, said sWitch being designed to actuate upon
bending of said actuating member, and Wherein said

6. The invention in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said
sWitch latches during a crash.
7. The invention in accordance With claim 1, further

comprising means to latch said sWitch in said responsive

sWitch and said at least one of said vehicle elements
state.
cooperate such that When said at least one of said 35
8. The invention in accordance With claim 7 Wherein said

elements deforms at said given position upon said
impact at at least said prescribed threshold-value speed,
bending of said actuating member intentionally occurs
resulting in actuation of said sWitch.
2. The invention in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said

latching means comprises vehicle structure upon Which said
sensor is mounted.

9. The invention in accordance With claim 1, Wherein said
at least one of said vehicle elements comprises a structural
40

sWitch comprises:
(a) a tape sWitch containing a ?rst electrically conductive
member and a second electrically conductive member;
(b) cover means for reducing the sensitivity of said tape
sWitch such that at least a tWenty pound force on the 45
sensor is required to cause said ?rst conductive member

member of said vehicle, and Wherein said determining
means is attached to said structural member to detect that

said structural member has deformed.
10. The invention in accordance With claim 1, Wherein
said sWitch is a tape sWitch.

